
Geschirr mit Serviettentechnik
Instructions No. 2090
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

When it is getting colder and colder outside, it is especially nice to make yourself comfortable inside and have a nice hot drink and some
cookies with it. How about drinking your hot drink in your self-designed cup? With the Napkin technique this is easily possible and they can
bring any beautiful motif on dishes. Also a great gift idea! About a self-designed cup, filled with a few cookies or other goodies, everyone is
happy!

This is how the cups and plates are designed:
Preparation 

Wash the dishes well or wipe them with glass cleaner so that they are free of grease and dust 

Napkin technique

First cut the Napkin as desired and remove the unprinted layers of the For Napkin. those you Napkin technique need the printed only layer. Spread the cup with
the Napkin varnish special for porcelain and place it on Napkin the coated area. Coat the motifs again with lacquer and let them dry. Carefully apply the lacquer
from the inside to the outside. Tip: You can wipe off too much varnish with a cotton swab. However, you should make sure that the edges of the napkin motifs
are well Napkin fixed, otherwise they may come off again after baking 

Proceed in the same way with the plate. Make sure that you coat the motifs with the varnish over the edges as well. Burn them Napkin in as described in the
product instructions. At VBS Napkins-Lacquer "glass & porcelain" the burning time in the oven is approx. 30 minutes at 160° 

Food Clear varnish: safety 

Finally the dishes are coated with the food Clear varnish safe lacquer. For cups and mugs we recommend Napkin not to stick them all the way to the edge, so
that a drinking rim remains.

Article number Article name Qty
12267 VBS Breakfast plate 1
560499 VBS Coffee mug, 2 pieces 1

Article information:



727952 VBS Napkin varnish "Glass & Porcelain" 1
120272 VBS Napkin & Decoupage brush, set of 3 1
756891 Clear varnish, silky gloss 1
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